To describe the variation of shape and size of dental arcs the method of principal components was applied. 27 measurements of every dental cast made from 50 young adult males with good occlusion were made, and the following parameters were calculated: 7 widths, 5 left chords, 5 right chords, 5 sagittal lengths (calculated as orthogonal to corresponding width) and 5 angles. Different sets of features were analyzed for both arcs together and for each arc separately. Three independent analyses by the method of principal components show a good description of the main trend of dental arc shape and size variation and a difference between the growth and variation of frontal and distal parts of the arcs. They also describe the variations of occlusion. The trends of dental arc variation ascertained help us to understand the nature of malocclusions and the causes of their preservation in evolution.
Introduction
Our purposes of this study are:
1. To choose the sets of dental arc features for analysis. 2. To assess the suitability of applying the principal components (PC) method as a tool to construct some new integral characteristic to describe dental arc shape and its variation in a young adult male population. 3. To ascertain and to describe general trends of intragroup variability of the measured features and the arc shape of maxilla and mandible. 4. To try to give a morphological, ontogenetic and evolution interpretation of the new integral indications of dental arc variation-PC.
Methods
Dental casts of 59 young adult males aged 20.0Ϯ2.1 years were selected from records obtained as part of a larger ongoing study to investigate the relationship between dentofacial and postcranial morphology. All subjects were free of dental crowding, rotation or displacement of teeth and other malocclusions; none had received orthodontic treatment or lost teeth. 81.4% of them were Russian from different regions of the Russian Federation, and 18.6% were of other ethnicity but all Caucasians. Such exact requirements of selection were made to minimize irrelevant factors such as crowding or tooth loss as a cause of arc deformation, and to prevent their having any influence on the results.
The method of PC allows us to show up and to give morphological interpretations of the most important trends of the intra-group variability of the features. We used different sets of measurements to obtain a smaller number of new integral features-PC, which are orthogonal, ordered by describable variation from max to min and describe a high percentage of the total variation of the features used. Using a new coordinate system of PC instead of the traditional coordinate system of measurements we can decrease the number of features and keep most of the information.
Choosing the measurements
We had 27 measurements for every dental arc according to Table 1 ). It was very important to choose the measurement for analysis correctly. Calculated measurements (sagittal lengths and angles) already include the information from measured measurements (chords and widths), so we used only widths and sagittal lengths in the first two analyses and only angles in the third analysis to prevent false correlations in the matrix. Also using the sagittal lengths eliminates the influence of lateral asymmetry. Three principal components analyses were made: both arcs together (widths and sagittal lengths), each arc separately (widths and sagittal lengths), and angles of both arcs together.
Choosing the number of PCs
Six PCs have a morphological meaning and describe a big percentage of the total variation-88.7% in common analysis, four PCs describe 90.7%-91.2% in separate analysis and three PCs describe 86.2% in analysis of angles; that is considered to be sufficient. Consequent PCs have small loadings, a hazy meaning and describe much less variation.
The weighted sums of loadings x on the i-feature S 6i were calculated according to the formula: S 6i ϭx 1 2 ϫg 1 /g 1 ϩx 2 2 ϫg 2 /g 1 ϩx 3 2 ϫg 3 /g 1 ϩx 4 2 ϫg 4 /g 1 ϩx 5
2 ϫg 5 /g 1 ϩx 6 2 ϫg 6 /g 1
The weighted sums are an analog of the multiple correlation coefficient of the feature with the set of six (four, three) PCs. (Table 2) 1PC 1PC describes 42.2% of the total variation of the features used and appeared to be an index of total size (massiveness). The factor loadings of 1PC on lengths decrease modulo from incisors to molars, but factor loadings on widths increase in that direction. This means that the frontal part of the arc becomes more planar with the size increasing and more rounded with it decreasing. Therefore, 1PC is also an index of dependence of the shape on the size. According to biogenetic law we can find the anatomical characters of previous stages of evolution in the present variation. So this trend of variation repeats the changing of the arc shape from a U-shape to a parabolic shape in evolution, which was caused by changes in the environment and feeding strategy and habits. All measurements have high loadings except x(0-3)ϭ0.22 and x(0-4)ϭ0.33 for the upper arc and (0-3)ϭ0.32 for the lower. We can clarify such a small connection between these features and 1PC because of its very high coefficient of variation (CV), 2-3.5 times bigger then any other arc feature except the (3-0-3) angle standing on canines. This means that there are some special factors which influence these features. Darwin (1859) wrote that it is a typical situation for the features that change in evolution rapidly (appeared or reduced) and their ontogenesis is a result of liable to certain special external factors. In other words, their internal correlation systems are either constructed or destroyed. According to Schmalhausen (1982) stable featureshave already been established by stabilizing selection and depend mostly on stable internal factors, genetic and humoral, not on the modificative influence of unstable external factors. Because sagittal lengths to canine are a very important and discriminating feature between the different stages of the evolution of Hominoids and because of that can be named as having a rapidly evolved character, here we can present the mathematical proof of this statement. We consider the change of (0-3) sagittal lengths in human evolution to be caused by a functional reduction of the masticatory apparatus.
Results and Discussion

Component analysis of width and length of two arcs together
The coordinated and unidirectional variation of dental arcs described by 1PC reflects the complex of correlations that were composed in phylo-and ontogenesis. It shows that upper and lower arcs, on one hand, must be very similar for their proper functioning and, on the other hand, are undergoing similar factors of morphogenesis. Our finding stands in opposition to the statement of Richards et al. (1990) who used four-order polynomial coefficients in describing dental arc shape. They draw the conclusion that, despite the necessity for dental arcs to function together, their shapes need not necessarily be similar. This question is still open since we have eliminated in our analysis the influence of asymmetry, but it is a very important character in polynomial analysis.
2PC
2PC describes 27.5% of the total variation and has two groups of high loadings with different signs: distal widths are opposite to lengths. It would have a maximum value when both arcs are long and narrow and a minimum when both arcs are short and wide. 2PC describes the shape of the arcs and may Trends of Dental Arc Variation in a Young Adult Male Population and Their Meaning in the Concept of Occlusion be considered as a multiple analog of the quadratic and quadric coefficients of a polynomial equation of the fourth degree that Lu (1964) presented for describing the shape of a dental arc.
Because the loadings on the same features of different arcs are very similar in absolute value we can state the high dependence of both arcs from each other in shape.
3PC
3PC describes 6.7% of the total variation and also describes the shape and proportions of the dental arc. It characterize the ratio between the frontal and distal parts of the arcs: subjects with maximum 3PC would have wide, short and rounded frontal parts and narrow long distal parts of the arcs, while subjects with minimum 3PC would have narrow, long and pointed frontal parts and wide, short distal parts of the arcs. So, we can compare 3PC to the kurtosis of the function that describes the dental arc. Width (4-4) is a stationary line and all the changes appear relative to it. Here we can speak about the dependence of the size on shape. We must emphasize that the part of total variation described is absolutely different from that described by 1PC: there is no change in total size and no flattering of the incisivo-canine arc. This also arises from the mathematical construction of PC.
It is very important to note that loadings on the same features on different arcs are very similar in absolute value for every PC-1, 2 and 3. It shows that these features on both arcs are undergoing the same factors of morphogenesis of similar force. It is also a confirmation of the "principle of correlations" of G. Cuvier (Russel, 1916) and the "theory of correlations" of Sewertzoff (1931) about the effect of compatibility and mutual balancing of body organs and their functions during the evolution, ontogenesis, and determination of the form by function. Trends of variation are described by mathematical constructions-the PCs were constructed on the basis of empirical data. They show the high interdependence of upper and lower dental arcs that was achieved in evolution by the integration of this system and became stronger during ontogenesis. Not only shape but size is also very important for dental arcs to function together in the proper way.
4PC
4PC describes 5.5% of the total variation and describes the interdependence in the length of the dental arc and indices the type of occlusion. The poles of the variation described show that when one arc is short, the other one is long. Frontal parts of arcs have higher loading so we can say that in the formation of sagittal occlusion the frontal part of the arc plays the main role.
5PC
5PC describes 3.8% of the total variation and describes the interdependence in the width of the dental arc and also indices the type of occlusion but in the frontal plane. Factor loadings are also more sufficient in the frontal parts of arcs. The poles of described variation show that when one arc is wide and plane, the other one is narrow and pointed. So, we can also compare 3PC to the kurtosis of the function that describes the dental arc, but it will have the opposite meaning for different arcs.
6PC
6PC describes only 2.9% of the total variation; its loadings are mostly low and have non-zero absolute values only for five features on the lower arc and four features on the upper arc. Nevertheless this integral trait has a morphological interpretation. It describes coordinated and unidirectional variation of dental arcs, incisivo-canine arcs dimensions and, probably, the relations of basal and apical upper arcs in the location of second molars.
Weighted sums of loadings x on the i-feature S 6i
Most of the weighted sums of loadings S 6i are high and lie between 0.52 and 0.76 which means that almost all features are highly correlated with the set of PCs. Only (0-3) sagittal lengths have a small S 6i : 0.27-0.30 which is determined mostly by 1PC loadings. Probably, (0-3) sagittal lengths are undergoing the special factors of environmental or internal conditions that influence mostly the growth of the incisivocanine arc and to a small degree the site of the first premolars. All other lengths are not subjected to this influence at such a high level. Their loadings increase from canine to second molar width, which probably reflects a growth gradient of the skull in ontogenesis (from facial part to occipital part). 4PC was also manifested more strongly in the variation of the frontal part of the arc than the distal. It means that the sagittal occlusion along with the incisivo-canine arc change considerably during human evolution. The big percentage of malocclusions in contemporary populations and even the high variability of human occlusion can be demonstrated in support of that statement. These abnormal traits were not eliminated by natural selection because of the decrease in the role of masticatory function in survival with the start of cooking. The pressure of natural selection on the masticatory apparatus became much less and even individuals with malocclusions became able to produce sufficient offspring.
Component analysis of width and length of the two arcs separately (Table 3)
In general, four PCs in separate analysis describe very closely previous trends of variation. The characteristic separate analysis is that the index of occlusion is absent. (Table 4) 1PC 1PC describes 66.5% of the total variation of angles and indicates its size. Loadings are high on all angles except the (3-0-3) angle standing on canines.
Component analysis of angles of the two arcs together
2PC and 3PC
2PC and 3PC describe 11.2% and 8.5% of the total variation of angles and indicate mostly the variation of the (3-0-3) angle standing on canines on both arcs. It means that some factors influencing the shape of the incisivo-canine arc of each jaw are different.
3PC also describes the opposite direction of the frontal and distal parts variation of both arcs. Such variation of the angles can lead to a big variation in occlusion because the angle depends on both dimensions of an arc-width and length.
Conclusions
1. The PC method allows to describe the main trends of dental arc variation, to decrease the number of features 3-4 times by constructing new integral characteristics-PC. In analysis of 24 measurements of upper and lower dental arcs together, six PC have a morphological interpretation and fully describe a high percentage of the total variation: six PC describe 88.7% in common analysis, four PC describe 90.7%-91.2% in separate analysis and three PC describe 86.2% in analysis of angles. 2. 1PC in common analysis describes size, shape and proportions and their dependence on size of dental arcs, which is a unique trait of variation of dental arcs, not typical to other morphological systems of the human body. 3. 1PC, 2PC, 3PC and 6PC appeared to be an index of the shape and proportions of dental arcs and describe coordinated and unidirectional variation. 4. 4PC and 5PC describe coordinated and opposite dental arc variation and appeared to be an index of occlusion (bite). 5. 6PC is an index of the coordinated and unidirectional variation of dental arcs, frontal teeth dimensions and, probably, the relations of basal and apical upper arcs in the location of second molars. 6. Four PCs in separate analysis describe very similar trends of variation for both arcs: their loadings on the same features on different arcs are very similar in absolute values. This also supports the statement about the coordination in the variability of dental arcs. 7. Principal components analysis of angles demonstrates the trend of frontal and distal angles variation and the differences in variation of angle based on canines in different jaws, which can be a cause of a wide variation in occlusion, especially in its frontal part. 8. The dental arcs variation described by PC can be revisited as a reflection of the change in their shape during evolution and of the masticatory apparatus reduction. Ascertained trends of dental arc variation help us to understand the nature of malocclusions and the causes of their preservation in evolution. Trends of Dental Arc Variation in a Young Adult Male Population and Their Meaning in the Concept of Occlusion 
